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Abstract
Drug and alcohol addiction has become an emerging public health issue and is a great burden to patients, their families, and
society. It is characterized by high relapse rates and significant morbidity and mortality, and most available treatments result in
only modest improvement. These findings highlight the necessity for new approaches to treat addiction. Scientific reports in
the past two decades suggest that addiction involves impaired neural plasticity and decreased hippocampal neurogenesis. Stem
cell therapy and its derived neurotrophic factors can potentially target the underlying pathophysiology of addiction. Stem cell
applications are showing promise in several preclinical studies and may provide new and noninvasive treatment strategies.
Future clinical research is warranted to investigate whether stem cell-based therapy could support the treatment of addiction.
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Introduction

Addiction is a chronically relapsing substance-use disor-

der and involves a substantial loss of self-control in psy-

choactive substance consumption. Despite the desire in

limiting, this behavior becomes compulsive and is attrib-

uted to the activation of the brain’s reward system by

substances. The term addiction is synonymous with the

classification of severe substance-use disorder in the

DSM-5. It has been estimated that more than 20 million

people, or 8–10% of the population older than 12 years

old in the United States, are addicted to alcohol or other

substances. Despite efforts to develop behavioral and

medical interventions, the available treatments to reduce

addiction and relapse rates are limited.

There is increasing evidence from neurophysiological

and neuroimaging studies indicating that addiction is a

disorder of the brain involving pathology of neural cir-

cuitry. Aberrant and impaired neurogenesis has been

shown to be one of the main mechanisms in several psy-

chiatric diseases, including addiction, and is implicated as

a potential target for new treatments1. In this review, we

highlight several pivotal preclinical and human studies as

well as the potential of cell regenerative mechanisms to

treat addiction.

Anatomy and Neural Circuitry of Addiction

The basal ganglia is composed of three parallel circuits,

including motor, associative, and limbic circuits. Among

them, the limbic circuit plays an important role in emotion,

cost-benefit decision making, and addictive behavior. This

circuit essentially involves structures from the cingulate cor-

tex, the nucleus accumbens (NAc), the hypothalamus, the

amygdala, and the hippocampus. Progressive pathological
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changes in neurotransmitters and neuronal firing within this

circuit also correlate with the recurring three stages of addic-

tion: binge and intoxication, withdrawal and negative affect,

and preoccupation and anticipation2. The NAc has been pivotal

in many drug abuse studies. While the core of the NAc (dorso-

lateral) projects primarily to the dorsolateral ventral pallidum

and the substantia nigra, the shell of the NAc (ventromedial)

targets the amygdala, the lateral hypothalamus, and the ven-

tromedial portion of the ventral pallidum3. This observation

coincides with findings that the NAc shell underlies reward

signal processing and is implicated in addictive behaviors4.

In the amygdala, the basolateral region regulates complex emo-

tional and behavioral responses through its connection with the

prefrontal cortex and the NAc. The cingulate cortex is probably

the most essential relay nucleus of the limbic circuit involving

addictive behavior. With its connection to the NAc, the cingu-

late cortex not only mediates ongoing decision making and

behavioral adaptation, but also modulates response to risk tak-

ing, such as drug-seeking behavior in addiction5.

Neurogenesis and Stem Cell Applications in
Addiction: Animal and Preclinical Studies

Using transgenic or irradiation approaches to deplete hippo-

campal neurogenesis in rodents has been used as an animal

model for drug addiction. This is based on the finding that

depleted hippocampal neurogenesis causes increased moti-

vation to seek cocaine-related cues1,6. While a causal rela-

tionship between decreased neurogenesis and increased risk

for drug-induced addictive behaviors has been established,

the mechanism of how diminished endogenous repair leads

to addiction remains elusive. One possibility is that the ven-

tral hippocampus projects to the amygdala, the ventral teg-

mental area, the NAc shell, and the medial prefrontal cortex,

which indicates its involvement in emotional processing and

cue-related conditioning7. Deactivation of the ventral hippo-

campus significantly correlated with relapse of cocaine-

seeking behavior, which further suggests its connection with

limbic structures implicated in addictive disorders8. Another

study showed that adult-born neurons in the hippocampus

are required for maintaining the stress response and buffer-

ing depressive behavior. The impaired psychiatric response

such as anxiety and depressive-like behavior in animals with

decreased neurogenesis could be restored after glucocorti-

coid administration9. This further implicates the involve-

ment of the hippocampus in the modulation of the

hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis. Therefore, dexametha-

some, a commonly used steroid for glucocorticoid supple-

mentation, could potentially be used to mitigate the

abnormal reward effects of cocaine10. Taken together, these

studies imply that strategy to restore the addiction-impaired

hippocampal neurogenesis might provide a novel way to

treat medically refractory addictive disorders.

Tfilin et al. used intracerebroventricular injection of

mesenchymal stem cells to increase hippocampal neurogen-

esis, leading to an improvement in depressive-like behaviors

in rats. This provides the first proof of concept for counter-

acting impaired endogenous neuroregeneration to treat

depressive disorders11. This improvement in behavior might

result from increased neurotrophic factor secretion within

the hippocampus and the restoration of glutamatergic trans-

mission of the neural circuits12. Although stem cell trans-

plantation seems quite straightforward and it has received

much attention for potential medical treatments, there

remain significant obstacles to understanding and control-

ling stem cells and the ensuing neuroplasticity after trans-

plantation13,14. Encapsulated mesenchymal stem cells were

shown not only to increase survival of implanted cells and

the amount of growth factors in the brain, but also to enhance

endogenous neurogenesis and improve treatment-resistant

depression in rat models. To our knowledge, there are no

available clinical studies using intracerebral or intravenous

stem cell treatments for addiction. Using novel therapeutic

strategies to increase endogenous neurogenesis in the hippo-

campus might pave the way for immediate application of

stem cells in addiction15.

Of the currently available treatments for addiction, phys-

ical activity has been shown to be effective, and one of its

mechanisms is an increase in the expression of brain-derived

neurotrophic factor (BDNF) in the brain. In addition, recent

studies show that regular exercise not only potentiates neural

synaptic plasticity through epigenetic regulation of the

BDNF gene, but also increases serum levels of BDNF in

humans16. These studies suggest that induction of endogen-

ous neurotrophic factors or increased amounts of these fac-

tors through exogenous delivery might serve as a novel

substitute or adjunct to the current treatment strategies for

drug addiction. For example, infusion of BDNF could nor-

malize abnormal plasticity within neural circuits underlying

cocaine withdrawal16. In addition, stem cell treatment, along

with external supplementation from stem cell-derived exo-

somes, increases synthesis of these neurotrophic factors in

the brain17. This provides the potential of using these neuro-

trophins in human clinical studies in the future.

Deep Brain Stimulation and Endogenous Neurogenesis
in Addiction

Given several findings that deep brain stimulation (DBS) for

personality or obsessive compulsive disorders also has

accompanying benefits in lessening compulsive and addic-

tive behavior for medications or alcohol18–20, DBS has been

investigated as a treatment option for severe addiction21,22.

DBS involves inserting electrodes into one specific area of

the brain to modulate pathological neural circuits in order to

attenuate these medically refractory diseases. The most

successful example of this treatment is seen in Parkinson’s

disease using DBS on basal ganglia. High-frequency stimu-

lation, which in effect mimics the lesioning in local nuclei,

significantly alleviates the disabling motor symptoms. In

recent years, DBS has been found to enhance cognitive func-

tion through stimulating endogenous neurogenesis when
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targeted to the fimbria-fornix, the region that appears to

regulate hippocampal activity23,24. Among those potential

targets for DBS within the limbic circuit, the NAc seems

to receive the most attention based on preliminary results

in psychiatric disorders. Three out of ten psychiatric patients

at their 30 month follow-up had overcome their habit of

heavy smoking after NAc DBS; this was the first implication

that DBS could be beneficial for addiction25. Subsequently,

there have been growing numbers of human and animal

studies on NAc DBS for addiction. Although most of them

are of small studies without strict blind stimulation tests,

there were concomitant neurophysiological changes under-

scoring the improvement of drug addiction for patients. For

example, a patient with severe alcohol addiction was treated

with bilateral NAc DBS, and positron emission tomography

revealed activation of the paracingulate cortex, the precu-

neus, and the hippocampus during active DBS26. This further

highlights the important role of these neural circuits and the

hippocampus in addiction and its treatment.

In addition to modulating pathological neural circuits,

rodent studies on cognition enhancement demonstrated that

DBS induces endogenous neurogenesis in the hippocam-

pus23,27. Recruitment of newly formed neurons has been

implicated in the cognitive process involving dentate gyrus

(DG) or hippocampus, and this finding indicates that it may

take a period of time to ensure that newly formed hippocam-

pal neurons integrate into the existing limbic circuit and

contribute to long-term plasticity28. Chronic DBS over the

ventromedial prefrontal cortex, a target in clinical trials for

the treatment of mood disorders, also significantly increased

hippocampal neurogenesis and ameliorated emotional defi-

cits in rodents29,30. These results suggest that triggering

endogenous neuroregeneration by stimulating neural circuits

involved in addiction provides a potential mechanism that

may facilitate stem cell application for the treatment of psy-

chiatric diseases31. However, even with limited side effects,

DBS is still an invasive surgery involving immediate and

long-term postoperative adjustments and related side

effects32–34. To date, several studies are pursuing noninva-

sive neuromodulation methods to harness neural circuit plas-

ticity and hippocampal neurogenesis35,36. Accordingly,

these studies suggest that neuromodulation and neurogenesis

could benefit patients with treatment-refractory addiction.

However, there are ethical concerns that need to be

addressed. Different neural circuits underlie the three major

stages of addiction. Stem cell treatment may provide various

degrees of effectiveness depending on the stage when the

cells and their associated exosomes are delivered. Another

ethical issue involves informed consent; treatment should be

initiated only after ensuring patients are free from the inter-

ference of drugs on their decision-making capabilities.

Therefore, while treating a patient during the withdrawal

stage to prevent future relapse seems to be a reasonable

approach since abstinence from the drug is certain, reports

have shown persistent impaired cognition at this stage,

which might undermine the patient’s ability to provide

informed consent.

Conclusion

Addiction has been an emerging issue in public health

and is a great burden to patients, their families, and soci-

ety. To date, there is no effective treatment that decreases

the high relapse rates and significant morbidity and mor-

tality in opioid, alcohol, and cocaine addiction. Given the

increasing evidence that impaired hippocampal neurogen-

esis leads to treatment-resistant addiction, one plausible

treatment strategy for addiction may be the correction of

pathological neural circuits and potentiation of endogen-

ous neurogenesis. Translational research in regard to stem

cell treatment and its derived neurotrophic factors for

addiction aims to alleviate impaired hippocampal neuro-

genesis as a new and noninvasive treatment. Further clin-

ical studies are warranted to investigate the benefit of

stem cell treatment for addiction.
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